SOCIALISE WITH REFFEN
- we welcome both small and large groups!

1. BOOK A BENCH

2. BOOK AN AREA

3. GO EXPLORE
THE ADVENTURER CARD

WELCOME TO REFFEN
You’ve been through the program; had the white tier dinner and eye strains from the conference room – isn’t time for a change of scenery?
You may also be in the need of the right location to gather all your favourite people –
sometimes it’s just a challenge to find that one place that fits all.
Then come and spend your time with us!

4. TOAST AT REFFEN
DRINKS FOR GROUPS

5. BUTLERSERVICE
SIT DOWN T`WITH REFFEN

At Reffen we have our arms open; ready to welcome you! We are for you, who wish for a
different and casual setting. For you, who love street food of high quality and of a sustainable agenda. You, who are into creative workshops and snug corners with room for differences.
At Reffen we love ear-to-ear smiles – and that’s why the opportunities at Reffen can be
combined any way you want. All we want, is that your visit turns out exactly as you imagined beforehand.
Book your next trip to Reffen at salg@reffen.dk
And make sure to continue your readings – we’ve gathered all the info you can’t miss on
these next pages:

1. BOOK A BENCH

ARE YOU A LARGER GROUP?
Let’s book you a bench!
We’ll have a table in our Greenhouse ready when you arrive. Sit down,
inhale the fresh, informal market air and focus on what’s truly important in life: laugh, have a toast for life and enjoy each other’s company!
Use the bench as your hangout; go explore the market, fall for the
street food kitchens many temptations and have a bite – this time,
you’ll always have a bench to return to.
Combine the bench and “Here’s to you – toast at Reffen”.
You won’t regret!
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2. BOOK AN AREA
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Do you want slightly more privacy? We’ll find you an area!
At Reffen, we love parties – are you celebrating an anniversary, a
birthday or cheering for love, for everyday life or for your co-workers? Do it with us!
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CONTAINEREN

We’ll book you an area; customise the setting, so you can have your
own breathing space – and at the same time have Reffen at your
feet; ready to be explored.

FOXY BAR
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That’s why we call it the both and-solution: You get to enjoy the
pulsating energy of Reffen – and at the same time have an area that’s
yours only for the time being.
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At Reffen you can easily have your cake and eat it.
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LARGE AREAS:

CASH POINT

3
BAGGÅRDEN

2

THE VILLAGE
TERRACE & BAR

SMALL AREAS:

1

Havneterrassen:
min 100 / max 150

4

Containeren:
max 16

2

Baggården:
min 80 / max 130
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FOXY BAR
max 30 (standing)

3

Village Terrace & bar
min 150 / max 250

3. GO EXPLORE
THE ADVENTURER CARD

ORDER FOOD FROM 40 DIFFERENT FOOD STALLS - GET JUST ONE BILL
Grasp Reffen’s adventure gift card, set the compass and take a trip from Denmark to Mexico,
Africa, India or Japan. Taste your way through the 17 different nationalities, treasure hunt in the
creative workshops and explore Reffens vibrating and casual atmosphere. Lounge in the snug
corners and enjoy life.
With the adventurer gift card at your hand, you and your group will have the liberty to choose individually; the liberty to indulge yourselves and your taste buds, as each of you prefer.As a group you
can order exactly as many adventurer gift cards, as you wish and deposit exactly the amount that
suits your group – and of course the cards come with one overall bill. Countless opportunities and
only one overall bill. Does it get any easier for an adventurer? The adventurer card may of course
be combined with “Book a bench”, “Book an area” and “Here’s to you – toast at Reffen”.

4. TOAST AT REFFEN
DRINKS FOR GROUPS

No adventure without fluids, and no celebration without good old cheering-waves in
our glasses. At Reffen no occasion is too small, as long as you want to clink glasses
– so seize your glass and have a toast for life!

DRINKS FOR GROUP +50 PEOPLE
OFFER 1:

CAVA BRUT
1 glass of Reserva Castellroig - Sabaté I Coca
WHITE WINE
2 glasses of Chardonnay Nationale
RED WINE
2 glasses of Chusclan Côtes du Rhône
Village Les Genets Laudun
& Chusclan Vignerons

PRICE DKK 345
- a waiter will be at your service

OFFER 2:
WHITE WINE
Val de Loire Sauvignon Blanc
Les Rafelieres Masion Sauvion
RED WINE
Pinot Noir Les Rafelieres
Masion Sauvion

PRICE DKK 225
Ad libitum for 2 hours
EXTRAS
Draft beer ad libitum: Reffen lager from
Nørrebro Bryghus and organic pilsner
DKK 50

OFFER 3:

WELCOME DRINK :
1 GIN & TONIC
Our tasty favorite
KØBENHAVNER-BEER
A large selection of beers from Copenhagen
- served at a private draft beer bar

PRICE DKK 295
Ad libitum for 2 hours

4. TOAST AT REFFEN
DRINKS FOR GROUPS

DRINKS FOR SMALL GROUPS - 16-50 PEOPLE
WELCOME

MOSTLY WINE

MOSTLY BEER

THORN GIN & TONIC DKK 85

2 KINDS OF WINE
FOR 2 HOURS

2 KINDS OF BEER
FOR 2 HOURS

5 cl Thorn Gin, tonic & lime

HENDRICKS GIN & TONIC DKK 100

5 cl Hendricks Gin, tonic, cucumber
& rosa pepper
APEROL SPRITZ DKK 80

Prosecco, Aperol, appelsin, soda
CAVA BRUT DKK 70

1 glass of Reserva Castellroig
- Sabaté I Coca

WATER DKK 20
WHITE WINE

Val de Loire Sauvignon Blanc Les
Rafelieres Maison Sauvion
RED WINE

Pinot Noir Les Rafelieres
Maison Sauvion

PRICE DKK 225
Ad libitum for 2 hours

CHAMPAGNE DKK 125

1 glass of Locret - Lachaud

EXTRAS

MOJITO DKK 85

1 extra hour DKK 100
2 extra hours DKK 150
An extra variety of beer DKK 50

Rum, mint, lime, soda

EXTRAS

Reffens lager from Nørrebro Bryghus
Organic pilsner from Unibrew
JUICE DKK 35

PRICE DKK 195
Ad libitum for 2 hours
EXTRAS

1 extra hour DKK 100
2 extra hours DKK 150
An extra variety of wine DKK 50

SOFT DRINKS DKK 38

COFFEE DKK 25

5. BUTLERSERVICE
SIT DOWN WITH REFFEN

As the icing on the cake, Reffen makes a dream come true for those of you, who have
always imagined being able to snap your fingers and summon your very own “James”.
We arrange a table for you and your group, you choose from the menu beforehand and put
together your ideal meal – and Reffen’s butlers will be fresh and alert; ready to serve you.
You might prefer a unique banquet on benches – or maybe fancy a tasty, standing reception with countless of finger foods. Butler Service will let those of you who prefer to jump
the queue instead of joining it do so with an honest heart – and at the same time it benefits those who appreciate a perfectly customized menu. And who doesn’t?
A list of the street food kitchens that offer Butler Service – and what dishes they have on
their menu – are attached to this text. Remember that as a minimum 10 dishes must be
ordered from each kitchen. Once in a while our kitchens run into a max capacity – so give
us a call and we’ll help you to tailor the perfect menu for your company.
The menu you put together must be ordered 14 days before we’ll see you at Reffen – this
will help our butlers and street food kitchen be prepared to their fingertips. We recommend a butler per 12. Guests – and the price is DKK 255.- (ex VAT). A fair priced butler,
right?
The Small Print
Guests, that faint because they haven’t had enough to drink? Those, our butlers can’t save,
and that’s why it’s obligatory for your company to purchase drinks to your dinner.
Our street food kitchens are quality conscious, and they work as fast as they can. Are your
dishes delayed nonetheless? We hope you’ll enjoy the atmosphere and your company,
while we get your orders ready in a jiffy.
As a minimum you must make use of Butler Service for 4 hours – but obviously, we hope
you will want to stay on your own for much longer. Stay with us until the sun sets!

REFFEN - CPH STREET FOOD
Refshalevej 167 A
1432 København K
CVR 38440098
BOOK & LEARN MORE
Lene Schmidt
salg@reffen.dk
+(45) 69 66 95 65
WEBSITE
www.reffen.dk
SOCIAL
facebook.com/copenhagenstreetfood/
@reffen_copenhagenstreetfood

SEE YOU AT REFFEN!

